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Are AIS just Swarm
Systems?
• There are many similarities between some
aspects of the systems

• Decentralised decision making (swarm,
immune ..) require:

• positive feedback, negative feedback,

amplification and multiple interactions

3 Immune swarms for engineering
In order to derive engineering algorithms which take inspiration from the natural immune
system, de Castro and Timmis (2002b) propose a layered framework for engineering AIS.
The layered framework takes the application domain of the AIS as its starting point, followed
by three layers to be considered before the required AIS is engineered. These layers are:

From a S.O. perspective

– Component representations: how the components of the system are to be represented
Table 2 Self-organisation in the context of swarm and immune systems
Swarm system

Immune system

Positive feedback

laying pheromone

receptor recognition
T-cell signalling

Negative feedback

pheromone evaporation

cell suppression

Amplification

locate new food source

clonal selection

Multiple direct or indirect signals

pheromone in ants
visual communication in birds

lock & key recognition
cytokine networks

Timmis et al, 2010

Algorithms ...
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Swarm Intell (2010) 4: 247–273

1. Create: a population of novel individuals is created that represent candidate solutions to
the problem being optimised by the algorithm.
2. Evaluate: each individual is evaluated based on pre-defined criteria that determine how
well it solves the optimisation problem.
3. Test: a condition is tested to establish whether the algorithm terminates, returning an
individual solution or set of solutions upon termination.
4. Select: a set of candidate solution individuals is selected to be used as the basis for the
creation of the next generation of individuals.
5. Spawn: the new population of candidate solution individuals is generated for use in the
next generation.
6. Mutate: variability is introduced to the algorithm either via altering a number of individuals
of the new population or some other aspect of the algorithm.
Fig. 3 A single algorithm generation of the framework by Newborough and Stepney (2005)

Generic framework for population based
algorithms (Newborough and Stepney, 2005)
It should be emphasised that to allow flexibility within the framework, a new population
of candidate solution individuals is created at each generation. However, the framework
allows for algorithms where individuals usually survive between generations using the select
and spawn steps to create copies of these individuals from one generation to the next. In
the next two sections, we use this framework to firstly compare and contrast SI and AIS
algorithms which are based on directly interacting components, and secondly, those which
utilise stigmergic or indirect interactions.

3.3 Directly interacting swarm algorithms
One of the most commonly used swarm algorithms that exploits direct interactions between

PSO
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1. Create: particles are either initially created with random positions and velocities in the
search space. Neighbourhoods can be defined with various topologies such as ring, grid
or star.
2. Evaluate: usefulness of potential solutions are based on current position coordinate of a
particle in solution space.
3. Test: upon triggering the termination condition, the single best individual solution is returned as the output of the algorithm.
4. Select: all particles are chosen to form the population for the next generation.
5. Spawn: new individuals (position and velocity) created from parent and highest affinity
neighbour so that particle moves towards best neighbour.
6. Mutate: no mutation of an individual typically occurs, but the velocity of an individual undergoes an amount of random alteration which may be considered a type of mutation.
Fig. 4 A representation of a generic particle swarm optimisation algorithm using the framework of NewborPSO using the generic framework for population based
ough and Stepney (2005)

algorithms (Newborough and Stepney, 2005)

data-mining in a variety of domains over the following years (de Castro and Zuben 2001;
Coelho and Von Zuben 2006).
The generic aiNET algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. Solutions are represented in an appropriate shape space as discussed in Sect. 3.1 and are typically a vector of real-values or a
string of bits. Unlike in PSO (Fig. 4), spawning is directly proportional to solution fitness,
with fitter solutions spawning more offspring. Mutation of solutions plays a key role, in
contrast to PSO, and is achieved via a hypermutation operator, which mutates a solution in
a manner inversely proportional to solution fitness. Similarities between PSO and aiNET in
terms of swarm-like behaviour are seen in step 6: mutate in which the interactions between
solutions play an important role. In aiNET, solutions are suppressed based on their similarity
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Immune Networks

Swarm Intell (2010) 4: 247–273

1. Create: solutions (antibodies) are created with random shape-space receptors, or from
those spawned in the previous generation.
2. Evaluate: potential solutions are evaluated based on the problem-specific quality function.
3. Test: upon triggering the termination condition, the entire population is returned as the
output of the algorithm.
4. Select: the N best solutions are selected from the total population of existing solutions +
any cloned solutions.
5. Spawn: clones of the selected individuals are spawned, where the number of clones produced by each individual is proportional to the quality of the individual.
6. Mutate: clones are mutated with a probability inversely proportional to their solution quality. Diversity in the population is increased by considering interactions between all clone
pairs; pairwise distances between clone vectors are calculated; if the distance is less than
a pre-defined threshold, the less fit clone is deleted.
Fig. 5 aiNET algorithm represented using the generic population framework. The key steps which model
swarm-like behaviours are highlighted in italics
Timmis et al, 2010

between immune cells in a swarm-like system can result in self-organisation of the shape
space, such that the space is partitioned in tolerant and reactive regions, that is, those regions in which data will be ignored and those in which data will be viewed as anomalous
and hence reacted against. Using a simple model in which cells become stimulated and
hence persist via interactions with neighbours they show that the likelihood of the space
being divided into distinct tolerant and reactive regions depends critically on the choice of
neighbourhood. They investigate neighbourhoods defined through various affinity measures
based on complementarity, similarity and Hamming distance in bitstring spaces, and show,
for example, that in Euclidean space a complementarity affinity measure results in distinct
tolerant regions, whereas none can be obtained using a similarity-based measure.
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1. Create: a population of potential solution individuals is created each generation. A potential solution is constructed by an ant agent iteratively following a series of path steps
based on pheromone levels until a complete potential solution is generated.
2. Evaluate: the best individual solution is the one with the shortest path.
3. Test: upon triggering the termination condition, the single best individual solution is returned as the output of the algorithm.
4. Select: no individuals from the current generation are selected for the next as each generation creates its own population from scratch.
5. Spawn: no individuals spawned for next generation as none are selected.
6. Mutate: additional pheromone is laid at each path step of solution individual proportionally
to how good the solution is, whilst pheromone is also reduced by a decay function.
Fig. 6 ACO algorithm represented using the generic population framework. The key swarm steps are highTimmis et al, 2010
lighted in italics

information and determines whether or not an immune response is appropriate. Receptors
present on the surfaces of macrophages resident in tissue cells are activated by bacterial
pathogen and stimulate the release of chemokines which attract dendritic cells to the potentially infected area. Dendritic cells (DCs) collect antigenic material and also various other
contextual signals (often termed danger or safe signals) present in the tissue. This causes
them to differentiate into mature, or semi-mature states, at which point they migrate back
to the lymph node to present their information and the context in which the information
was found. The migration process releases further chemokines which recruit further DCs
to the infected site. Once at the lymph node, the cells present their information to T-cells

Complimentary not
competitive ...

Recall :100 Robots,
100 Days
•

A Grand Challenge for
collective robotic systems in
SYMBRION/REPLICATORCollective robotic system
[Kernbach et al, 2010]

•
•

Of interest here is the
survivability of the organism/
collective
Fault tolerance: failure of
components, energy
management at individual,
swarm and collective

Robots have to self-organise to survive

Homeostatic operation

Potential Solution
4.4 An Artificial Immune System for Robot Organisms

system input
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World Model, Sensors, Context Information
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Fig. 4.35 A Lymph Node Framework to be instantiated on a single robotic unit. Input is derived
from the world model, learnt context information, and genome information and passed to the in[Timmis
et al,
2010]
nate layer. Evolutionary information is also passed to the adaptive layer
to act as
a reinforcement
feedback during the learning process

AIS Lymph Node Framework
World Model, Sensors, Context Information

M EDULA
T Cells

Measuring Performance of the
System
•

Individual level:

•

Can define a health measure for each robot which
takes into account state of robot, both internal and
external information using a combination of innate
and adaptive immunity [Symbrion SD2.6]

•

Swarm level:

•
•
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Exchange health information with neighbours to provide a locality of health

Collective:

•

Lymph node architecture allows for exchange and collective health

AIS in the robots
•Innate provides a health measure of the
robot

•This is fed as one input to the adaptive
(instance based) AIS

Integrating AIS with
other controllers

• The innate/adaptive AIS then detects

presence of errors and then changes
weights on a simple ANN to compensate

•Tested in the context of distressed

robots, where they suffer large power loss
in short spaces of time (not healthy),
other healthy robots can help to recharge

Improving the health of the robots

Swarm taxis
Swarm needs to be able to maintain
coherence in a totally decentralised manner

no failures

three failures

Towards self-healing swarms Granuloma Formation
domain model

simulation

robots

Measuring performance

Single Failure

Three failures

four failures, but now with
dynamic energy re-charging

Summary
•

Possible to combine approaches and take the best from
each

•
•

AIS and SI are very complimentary
Many, many open issues in the research of each of these
topics

